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Abstract
A new representational scheme for semantic infor-
mation about words in different languages is in-
troduced. Each word is represented as a vector in
a multidimensional space. In order to derive the
representations, basis vectors for one language
are computed as linear approximations of 5,000
dimensional vectors of cooccurrence counts. Us-
ing an aligned corpus, the basis vectors of words
occurring close to a target word in one of the lan-
guages under consideration are summed to com-
pute the confusion vector of the target word.
The paper describes the derivation of the repre-
sentations for English and Ih’ench and their appli-
cation to identifying translation pairs.

Introduction
This paper presents an automatic procedure for deriv-
ing uniform semantic representations for lexical items
from an aligned bilingual corpus. Each word is repre-
sented as a vector in a multi-dimensional space. The
representations are uniform in that the same multi-
dimensional space is used for both languages. The key
information captured in the model is semantic sim-
ilarity. The closest neighbors of a word ill the space
(according to some measure such as the cosine between
vectors, corresponding to their normalized correlation
coefficient) are typically semantic cognates. The more
distant two words are from each other in the space, the
more different are the semantic fields they belong to.
Since words from several languages can be represented
in the same space, a simple, but often successful, ap-
proach to translating a word ill the source language is
to find the closest word of the target language.

The first step in computing the spatial representa-
tions is to induce basis vectors for one language, here
English. The corpus used for this t~k consists of five
months of the New York Times News Service. A col-
location matrix was collected with each element al,j
recording the number of cooccurrences of words i and
j in the corpus.1 Cooccurrence can be defined with

1The basis vectors used in this paper were actually de-

respect to sentences or windows of an appropriate size
(e.g. 100 words). The collocation matrix was decom-
posed by means of a singular value decomposition (cf.
Deerwester et al. 1990, Berry 1992) and 97 eigenvec-
tots extracted. Each word was then represented as a
97-component basis vector. The mathematical prop-
erties of the singular value decomposition guarantee
that vectors similar in the original high-dimensional
space are also similar in the reduced 97-dimensional
space. To the extent that the cooccurrence counts cap-
ture semantic and topical characteristics of the words
in question, the reduced space can be used as the
representational basis for language processing. See
Schiitze (Forthcoming) for a detailed description of the
derivation of the basis vectors.

In the second step of the derivation, confusion vec-
tors are computed for sufficiently frequent words in the
languages under consideration. The confusion vector
of a word is the sum of the basis vectors of all words
occurring close to it in the corpus (or occurring close
to the word it is aligned with in another language).

The word vectors have many of the properties of
distributed representations in connectionism and will
therefore be referred to as sublexical representa-
tions in analogy to terms like "subsymbolic" and "sub-
cognition." Sublexical representations have been suc-
cessfully used for word sense disambiguation and the-
saurus construction (Schiitze 1992, forthcoming).

The following two sections describe the derivation of
the confusion vectors and the identification of transla-
tion pairs.

Confusion
The technique of singular value decomposition was ap-
plied to an information retrieval problem involving two
languages in Landauer and Littman (no date). There,
the rows of the matrix correspond to documents, the
columns of the matrix to English and French words.
Element ai,j of the matrix contains a count of the oc-
currences of English word i in the English document

rived from cooccurrence counts of letter fourgrams. This
can be thought of as radical stemming since many four-
grams correspond to stems without prefixes and suffixes.
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j or (if i is a French word) the mmlber of occurrences
of the French word i in the French translation jl of
j. Landauer and Littman show that similarity of word
vectors in the induced space is a good predictor of se-
mantic similarity. However, a lot of fine-grained infor-
mation is lost by looking at documents. The obvious
way of encoding more fine-grained cooccurrence infor-
mation in a matrix would be to record in ai,i the num-
ber of times that French word i occurred in a sentence
that was the translation of an English sentence with
English word j in it (using a bilingual aligned corpus).

However, performing a singular value decomposi-
tion on a very large matrix is an expensive operation.
Therefore, a cheaper solution was sought here: Using
the 1988 Canadian Hansard with Ken Church’s align-
ment the vectors for English and French were com-
puted by confusion from the English sublexical vec-
tors described above. Let ES be the function that
maps an English word wj into the set of all English
sentences in the 1988 Hansard in which wj occurs, and
a French word wj into the set of all English sentences
that are aligned with French sentences in which wj oc-
curs. Furthermore, let to be the function that maps an
English word into the vector that was computed as de-
scribed above using the New York Times. Then, a new
function ~’ mapping words into vectors can be defined
as follows:

(
,,EES(w) wj6s,

For a target word w and each English sentence s it
occurs in (or each English sentence s that is aligned
with a French sentence that it occurs in), the vectors
of the words in s are summed. The resulting centroid
vector is normalized to unit length. Then the normal-
ized vectors of all these sentences are summed up, in
turn. This is the representation for the word w that
will be used for translation here. It is the confusion
of all uses of the word in the aligned corpus (or of
the translations of all its uses for a French word). The
computation was performed for all words that occur at
least twenty times in the 1988 Hansard: 7994 English
words and 9828 French words.

In order to test the quality of this "bilingual" sub-
lexical space, ten out of the 9828 French words and
ten out of the 7994 English words were randomly se-
lected. (The proper name Blaine in the original En-
glish sample was replaced by the randomly selected
word coast.) Tables 1 and 2 show the closest neighbors
of these twenty words in sublexical space. Apparently,
semantic similarity is captured rather well in the space
for words that are used in a clearly delineated topic
area. The space is less intuitive for words like "oldest"
that can be used for a wide variety of topics.

Translation
For some words the nearest neighbor in the space is
the correct translation (e.g. for ddsdquilibre). However,

for a high-quality bilingual dictionary, higher accuracy
is mandatory. Therefore, the following algorithm was
employed to find the most plausible translations of the
twenty randomly selected words (described for the di-
rection English to French here): For each occurrence
of one of the ten English word in a sentence s, the cor-
relation coefficients of the French words in the French
translation of s were computed and the French word
closest to the English word was chosen (i.e., the one
with the highest correlation coefficient). Tables 3 and 
list those words that were most often closest to the tar-
get word in the 1988 Hansard. The number in paren-
thesis indicates in how many sentences the word in
question was closest to the target word.

As can be seen from the tables, the closest neigh-
bor with the highest frequency is a correct translation
in 19 out of 20 cases. The table shows the four high-
est scoring translations found by the program (or less
if less than four were found; words that were judged
to be a possible translation only once were omitted).
An example for a phrase in which compdtence trans-
lates jurisdictions is "the jurisdictions of different leg-
islatures" rendered as "la comp4tence des diverses as-
sembl4es 14gislatives" (February 8, 1988). In about half
the cases, the second and third highest scoring options
are good translations, too. Two ambiguous English
words are also included in the table. For drugs, the
two possible senses of the English word come out very
nicely. The performance for senlence, is less convinc-
ing: peine was one of many words with score 4. The
reason may be that in the pairing peine-senteuce both
words are ambiguous which makes the identification
of the correspondence difficult. Better performance
may be attainable by clustering the uses of ambigu-
ous words according to their collocates and trying to
find translations for the clusters (cf. Schfitze 1992).

The correct translation for rdgionale was not found
because the 500 most frequent English and French
words were ignored in searching for closest neighbors
in the aligned sentences, regional turns out to be one
of the 500 most frequent English words in the Hansard.
This problem should be easy to fix.

A possible application of the method presented here
could be the construction of a corpus-specific dictio-
nary for translating a particular text sort. However,
there’s much more information in the sublexical rep-
resentations than is necessary for finding word corre-
spondences. Sublexical space could be one of many
sources of soft constraints whose integration makes
high-quality translation possible. For instance, if coasL
is not to be translated by cdte for some stylistic reason
then the closeness of littoral may be a reason to choose
an adjectival construction. Compared to a sublexical
space that stores for any two words how strongly re-
lated they are, the translation equations in a conven-
tional dictionary seem to contain rather little informa-
tion.

It is interesting to compare the approach presented
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word
e:abuses
e:coast
e:compensated
e:jurisdictions
e:lend
e:oldest
e:opinions
e:organization
e:pressure
e:together

I nearest neighbors
f:violations f:abus~ e:violations e:violating f:punir f:abus f:violent e:legally f:commet e:denying f:encouragent
f:c6te f:c6tes f:littoral f:oc@an e:coasts timer e:alaska f:alaska e:coastal e:sea e:strait f:zone e:waters e:southwe
e:compensate f:indemniser f:consid6rables f:montants f:d6passent f:affecter f:continueront f:charges f:suffisant
f:juridiction e:jurisdiction f:comp~tence f:rel@vent f:interdisent f:l@gale e:restricted f:l~galement e:strict f:conf~
f:pr@ter f:pr@ts f:attribuer f:consentir f:consenti f:assur6 f:principal f:mentionnait f:verrait f:attribu@ f:pr@t e:o
f:situ6e e:portage f:city f:sudbury f:sault f:island f:kirkland e:kirkland f:originaire e:golden e:sault e:ste f:lake
e:opinion f:opinion f:opinions e:views f:affirmation f:cat6gorique f:trancher f:interpr~t@ e:assertion e:precedenl
f:organisation f:organisations e:organizations e:organizational e:organized e:organize f:organis6 e:umbrella e:c
f:pressions f:exerc6es f:fortes f:nuire f:fortement f:pression e:favourable e:pressures f:grandement f:redresser e:
f:r6unir e:great e:different e:ever e:come f:arriver f:mieux f:longtemps e:things f:souhaitons f:quoique f:amene

Table

word

f:achat
f:adoption
f:comportent
f:continuer
rid@fie
f:d@s~quilibre
f:indienne
f:li6s
f:reboisement
f:r~gionale

1: Ten randomly selected English words and their nearest neighbors in sublexical space.

nearest neighbors
f:achats e:purchase f:acquisition f:valeur e:purchases f:compagnies f: d@tiennent f:ach~te f:actifs f:biens e:flow 1
f:adopt6 f:adopte f:adopter e:passage f:proposant f:proposer f:pr6sentant f:portant f:propos@es f:pr@sent@ f:@tuc
f:pr@voir f:permettrait f:mati~re e:ensure f:permettant f:deuxi~mement f:vis~s f:suffisantes f:exige f:veiller f:g~n
f:continue e:continue f:continuons f:davantage f:prendront f:va f:laissant e:keep e:able e:help f:vont f:constamn
f:pens6e f:vis f:eru f:sienne e:dare f:voeu f:fier f:sien f:courage f:mets e:thought f:gauche f:eh f:ose f:parlent e:m
e:imbalance f:balance e:balance f:~quilibrer f:r~sultera f:@quilibre f:exerceront f:contribuera f:atteindre f:marqu
f:lubicon f:autochtone e:lubicon e:band f:bande f:indiens e:reside e:indians f:saskatchewan f:barri~re e:janaaica
f:deuxi~mement f:outre f:dor@navant f:pouvant f:assure e:whereby e:furthermore f:permettant f:effectuer f:tou(
e:reforestation e:forest f:forestier e:forestry f:foresti~res f:foresti@re f:exploitation f:implanter f:for@ts f:assainir
f:expansion e:expansion f:industrielle e:regional e:industrial e:development f:industriel f:apeca f:d6veloppemen

Table

English word

2: Ten randomly selected French words and their nearest neighbors in sublexical space.

highest scoring translations

abuses
coast
compensated
jurisdictions
lend
oldest
opinions
organization
pressure
together
drugs
sentence

abus (49) abus~ (2) violations (2)
c6te (237) oe6an (21) c6tes (16) c6ti~re (15)
indemniser (5)
competence (7) autorit~s (4) juridiction (4) provinciaux (4)
prater (11) titre (3) pr@t (3) pr@tent (2)
vieux (5) ancienne (3) producteur (2) jeunes (2)
opinions (44) opinion (22) exprimer (3) d@cisions (2)
organisation (229) organisme (82) organique (29) organisations (16)
pressions (198) pression (80) inciter (4) rend (2)
ensemble (112) trouver (16) r~unir (14) pouvons (8)
drogues (189) m6dicaments (141) drogue (39) toxicomanies (5)
phrase (39) emprisonnement (5) coupable (5) peine (4)

Table 3: Candidate l~’ench translations for the words in Table 1.

French word highest scoring translations

achat
adoption
comportent
continuer
d6fie
d@s6quilibre
indienne
li@s
reboisement
r~gionale

purchase (57) purchasing (39) buying (12)
passage (149) passed (44) adoption (34)
involve (3) special (2) guidelines (2)
keep (50) continuing (17) remain (15)
challenge (10) opposite (3) anyone (3)
imbalance (19)
indian (33) band (19) lubicon (15)
related (18) associated (6) relating (3)
reforestation (22) forest (11) forestry (2)
expansion (302) drie (11) agency (11)

buy (10)
delay (20)

pursue (11)
stand (2)

indians (5)
large (3)

local (9)

Table 4: Candidate English translations for the words in Table 2.
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here with Church and Gale (1991). Church and Gale
concentrate on word pairs. For instance, they mea-
sure how good an indicator the word prices is for the
mddicaments vs. drogues senses of drugs. The vector
space introduced here could be an alternative that in-
tegrates all information on content and topic present
in the corpus into one uniform vector representation.
Note that the amount of storage needed is linear in
the number of words and languages considered. For
applications in a multilingual setting (e.g. the Euro-
pean Community), a system with several languages is
desirable. In the vector space model, the same repre-
sentation of an English word can be used for compar-
isons with French, Italian or Danish words.

As for time efficiency, the confusion algorithm is lin-
ear in the number of occurrences of the word to be
vectorized and linear in the length of the corpus. So
there would be no problems with scaling the derivation
of sublexical representations up to larger corpora and
more words.

Conclusion

This paper introduces a new representational scheme
for machine translation: sublexical representation. To
show its usefulness, it was applied to deriving a bilin-
gual dictionary. More generally, the fine-grained in-
formation present in the sublexical space makes it an
interesting candidate for semantic representation ill
systems that can perform the integration of soft con-
straints. Sublexical representation could thus be one
of several sources of information that, when integrated,
make high-quality translation possible.
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